Leveling up the CIO role in the digital era and beyond
2018 GLOBAL CIO SURVEY

Manifesting
CIO legacy
Technology continues to challenge "business
as usual"—making every company a technology
company. As a leader, you are directly responsible
for delivering value and driving competitive
advantage for your organization, relying on a joint
business and technology strategy to succeed.
The path forward is no longer the responsibility
of only the CIO or CTO—it is a CxO obligation,
and a board concern.

Participating is easy.
Click to take the survey
We invite you to share your perspectives on how
technology is transforming your business, how digital
is shaping your organization, and how technology
leaders are responding to these shifts. Simply
complete our 15-minute online questionnaire.
When the study is complete, we’ll send you a
snapshot of your responses compared to global
peers and industry insights (not publicly available)
from global leaders through a personal read out.
For other questions or to learn more about
Deloitte's CIO research program, please contact us.

www.deloitte.com/us/cio

This year, we are elevating the dialogue by bringing in
perspectives from CIOs and key business executives
on the future role of the CIO and manifesting legacy.
We will explore two key mandates of technology leaders:

Every leader has a role in determining the impact of
technology, given the unprecedented pace of change.
Our goal is to identify key opportunities to transform and
grow the organization in the future in areas such as:

Transforming enterprise business operations

Strategic alignments

Driving top line growth & revenue

Governance

What we’ve learned
in previous studies
CIO pattern types
In our prior research on
CIO legacy—which featured
insights from more than 1,200
global CIOs—we uncovered
three distinct patterns that
diﬀerentiate the ways that
CIOs impact and deliver value
to their organizations:

Trusted
operator

Change
instigator

Business
co-creator

Each is a result of the CIO’s
response to business needs,
through leadership attributes,
investment philosophies,
and IT capabilities.

Investments

Talent

IT sourcing & delivery

83%

Of CIOs feel they
are underinvesting
in emerging tech,
yet many are facing
disruption from
competitors

63%

Of CIOs report
digital as the
most impactful
technology for
their business

72%

Of CIO transitions
occur due to a
signiﬁcant shift in
business strategy
or direction

